We've contributed; Pass it on!

Since the launch of the Turn $1 To Five Campaign, over 4,000 alumni and friends have donated to the Centenary Scholarship Fund.

Act now to catch the match!

“As a fresh graduate, even though I cannot afford to contribute much, I still want to give my best to help those who follow us.”

Gogo Hon 韓敏凝 (BA 2012)

“It is the most meaningful way to mark our 10th wedding anniversary.”


“Like justice, education is for all and every individual should be given an equal opportunity.”

Samson Wong 黃景輝 (BSocSc 1978)

“Looking back on the past 30 years, I realise the U Hall Brotherhood has been of inestimable value to me. We wish to raise funds to help current U Hall students further enrich their university life.”

Yu Wai-cho 余衛祖 (MBBS 1981)

University Hall Alumni Ltd

www.hku.hk/turn1to5
“Celebrating our graduation with heart. The Class of 2012 Fund will support the Centenary Scholarship Fund for future generations of students, our 師弟師妹. Over 3,300 of us have contributed.”

Class of 2012 Core group
Hon Man-ying 韓敏凝, Fok Chi-man 霍梓文, Patrick Law 羅浚軒, Bat Ka-man 畢家敏, Law Chung-Kin 鄭中健, Chan Lap-hong 陳立健, Man Choi-wui 文采匯, Yeung Ka-yan 杨嘉欣, Lee Siu-mei 李少薇, Gareth Lai 黎家賢, Liu Mengjie 劉夢潔 and Wong Mei-mei 黃媚媚

Net proceeds from the purchase of the cardholder, certificate holder and the Class of 2012 Graduation Lion go to the Class of 2012 Fund.

www.alumni.hku.hk/class2012
Facebook Group: HKU Class of 2012